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Program Mission:  The program endeavors to develop students who think historically 

and critically and who are able to communicate their findings to a variety of audiences. 



   

  

Annual Assessment Report 

Program Profile 
 

 2013-2014 2014-2015 

History (BA) 2 1  

History Ed (BS) 2 5 

Total 4 6 

Minors 11 11 

Concentrations (Add Rows 

if needed) 

NA NA 

Full Time Faculty 2 2 

Part Time Faculty   

 

Note:  We are including the demographic information for History Education.  That information was 

pulled from Jenzabar in February 2015.   

Program Delivery (HLC 3A3) 
 

Traditional on-campus _____X_______ 

Online Program _____X_______ (individual courses only) 

Evening Cohort _____________ 

Analysis of Student Retention, Persistence and Degree Completion: 
 

Our numbers are so small that formal analysis is fairly meaningless.  Students who declare the History 

major, though, generally finish it within 4 years.  We did see a few students switch from History 

Education to History.  Those should be reflected in next year’s program profile. 

Outside Accreditation: 
 

There is no accreditation in the field of history. 



   

  

 

Program Action Items 
  

Action Item 1:  Increase number of majors and minors 

Action steps: Utilize the majors fair to communicate to students the benefits of a 

major (specially for double majors) or minor in History 

Timeline September, 2014 

Faculty Responsible Shawn Hull and Steve Hageman 

Evaluation Spring census of majors and minors 

Results Two students switched majors to History.  Those took place after the 

official report was run in October 2014. 

 

Action Item 2:  Increase enrollment numbers in upper-level courses 

Action steps: Opening up of upper-level courses for General Education credit 

Timeline Fall  2014 

Faculty Responsible Shawn Hull and Steve Hageman 

Evaluation Examination of enrollment numbers for upper-level history courses 

for Academic Year 2014-15 

Results 

 



   

  

Numbers in the upper-level history courses were lagging.  Certain 

courses such as Nazi Germany (S 14) or Women in America had 

enrollments in the low teens, but most courses were in the single 

digits.  We recommended allowing upper-level History courses to 

count for General Education credit, which took effect in the fall of 

2014.  It took a while for advisors and students to catch on to this 

change, but we saw a sharp increase in Spring 2015.  We expect this 

to be the new “normal.”  

 

 

 

Program Objectives: (from most recent Assessment Plan) 
 

1.   Possess an in-depth knowledge of well-defined periods in U.S. and non U.S. history 

2.   Be able to provide an analysis that addresses the key historical questions of causation, comparison, 

and interpretation.  

3.   Demonstrate a familiarity with the methodology of the historian, namely the ability to gather and 

interpret primary documents, statistical data, and secondary sources.  

4.   Clearly communicate their conclusions or findings in written form.  

 

Program Objectives Matrix (from most recent Assessment Plan) 
 Objective 1 Objective 2 Objective 3 Objective 4 

HIS101 I A I  I I 

HIS102 I A I I I 

HIS103 I A I I I 

HIS104 I A I I I 

HIS 3xx/4xx R  R A R R A 

HIS423 M M A M A M A 

 

I=Introduced  R= Reinforced  M=Mastered  A=Assessed 

 



   

  

 
  

Assessment of Program Objectives 
 

Objective 1 Possess an in-depth knowledge of well-defined periods in U.S. and non 

U.S. history 

Methods (1) The Historical Knowledge Test will be given to all students in 

survey courses in the fall semester.  This will establish a baseline 

for history majors.  (Not completed.) 

(2) Same exam for freshman and junior majors. 

 

Benchmark Benchmark for freshman history majors:  70% 

Benchmark for junior history majors:  80% 

Data Collected 

(course specific) 

 Data for this objective is not collected in courses. 

Data Collected 

(Assessment Day, 

external tests, 

Senior 

Achievement) 

The Historical Knowledge Test is given to freshmen and junior majors on 

Assessment Day.  We had 2 students (one freshman and one junior) take 

the test this spring. 

Results/Outcomes Freshman (1) – 23/40 (58%) 

Junior (1) – 26/40 (65%) 

The results are certainly lower than we would like.   

Proposed changes 

to the assessment 

process 

While the effort to create an internal instrument was well intentioned, it 

may be best to simply jettison the Historical Knowledge Test in favor of a 

nationally-normed test, such as those provided by the ACAT.  The 

paucity of data raises questions about the legitimacy of the test and the 

benchmarks.  Some of the questions may be too course specific.  We will 

hold off on a decision until we can collect data from the survey courses.  

Regardless, we will add the ACAT history test to the assessment process. 



   

  

Budget needs 

related to the 

objective? 

The ACAT costs approximately $25 per student. 

 

 

Objective 2 Be able to provide an analysis that addresses the key historical questions 

of causation, comparison, and interpretation.  

 

Methods 1) Papers from 300/400 level courses.  They will be submitted to 

TK20. 

2) Senior Thesis 

 

 

Benchmark Level 3 or above on the History Rubric. 

 

Data Collected 

(course specific) 

Collected essays from two upper-level courses:  HIS 321:  19th Century 

Europe and HIS 310:  Women in America.  In HIS 321, students were 

asked to read a contemporary novel and write an essay explaining how it 

illuminated key aspects of the 19th century.   In HIS 310, students were 

given two options of a) writing a family history of three generation of 

American women, telling their stories within the context of the larger 

history of American women in the 20th Century or b) choosing a topic in 

American Women's History and producing a virtual exhibit telling the 

history of your topic.  

33 essays in total (17 in HIS 321 and 16 in HIS 310) were submitted to 

TK20.  These were scored with the History rubric.  

 

 



   

  

Data Collected 

(Assessment Day, 

external tests, 

Senior 

Achievement) 

We scored the senior thesis papers with the History rubric.  There were 2 

Senior thesis papers this spring and none in the fall. 

Results/Outcomes Measurement 1:  Papers from 300/400 level courses 

 

72% of students scored at or above proficient (level 3). The average score 

was 2.97%, just a shade below our benchmark. 

Measurement 2:  Senior Thesis papers 

We had 2 students write senior theses this year.  They both scored 

proficient (3) on this objective. 

Proposed changes 

to the assessment 

process 

The data collection is fine for this objective.  The assignments were fine, 

but questions will always be raised over evaluating your own students.  

(We did not confer with one another, we simply scored our own essays.)  

In the future, this needs to be addressed.  

Budget needs 

related to the 

objective? 

No, doing this correctly will have no impact on the budget. 

 

 

 



   

  

 

Objective3 Demonstrate a familiarity with the methodology of the historian, namely 

the ability to gather and interpret primary documents, statistical data, and 

secondary sources.  

Methods 1) Document-based exam 

2) Senior Thesis and major essay from 300-level courses 

Benchmark 1) 35/44  

2) Level 3 or above on the History Rubric 

Data Collected 

(course specific) 

Collected essays from two upper-level courses:  HIS 321:  19th Century 

Europe and HIS 310:  Women in America.  In HIS 321, students were 

asked to read a contemporary novel and write an essay explaining how it 

illuminated key aspects of the 19th century.   In HIS 310, students were 

given two options of a) writing a family history of three generation of 

American women, telling their stories within the context of the larger 

history of American women in the 20th Century or b) choosing a topic in 

American Women's History and producing a virtual exhibit telling the 

history of your topic.  

33 essays in total (17 in HIS 321 and 16 in HIS 310) were submitted to 

TK20.  In addition, 2 senior theses were included in this analysis.  These 

were scored with the History rubric.  

Data Collected 

(Assessment Day, 

external tests, 

Senior 

Achievement) 

We give the Document-based Exam during Assessment Day to 

sophomore students.  They are asked to identify and analyze selected 

documents and artifacts.  No students took the exam this year. 

Results/Outcomes Measurement 1:  Document-based exam 

No data collected. 

 

 



   

  

Measurement 2:  Senior Theses and Essays from 300-level courses 

 

74% of students scored at or above proficient (level 3). The average score 

was 2.97%, just a hair below our benchmark. 

Proposed changes 

to the assessment 

process 

There are several issues in assessing this objective.  The first is simply a 

question of low numbers.  We didn’t even have anyone take the 

document-based exam this year.  A solution to that is not readily 

apparent. 

Assessing essays in the upper-level courses helps counteract that 

somewhat, but many of those students are taking their first or second 

history course.  Are they a good measure of the program?  Again a 

solution is not readily apparent. 

Hopefully, the ACAT exam will have some questions that deal with 

sources and methodology. 

Budget needs 

related to the 

objective? 

This assessment has no impact on the budget.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

  

 

Objective 4 Clearly communicate their conclusions or findings in written form.  

 

Methods 1) Papers from 300/400 level courses.  They will be submitted to 

TK20. 

2) Senior Thesis 

 

Benchmark Level 3 or above on the History Rubric. 

Data Collected 

(course specific) 

Collected essays from two upper-level courses:  HIS 321:  19th Century 

Europe and HIS 310:  Women in America.  In HIS 321, students were 

asked to read a contemporary novel and write an essay explaining how it 

illuminated key aspects of the 19th century.   In HIS 310, students were 

given two options of a) writing a family history of three generation of 

American women, telling their stories within the context of the larger 

history of American women in the 20th Century or b) choosing a topic in 

American Women's History and producing a virtual exhibit telling the 

history of your topic.  

33 essays in total (17 in HIS 321 and 16 in HIS 310) were submitted to 

TK20.  These were scored with the History rubric.  

 

Data Collected 

(Assessment Day, 

external tests, 

Senior 

Achievement) 

Two students completed senior theses.  These were also scored with the 

History rubric. 

Results/Outcomes Combined results: 



   

  

 

77% of students scored at or above proficient (level 3).  The average score 

was 3.02, which slightly exceeds our benchmark. 

 

Proposed changes 

to the assessment 

process 

The program is quite satisfied with the assessment of this objective.  We 

do need to work on inter-rater reliability, but that   

Budget needs 

related to the 

objective? 

The assessment of objective 4 has no impact on the budget. 

 

 

Attach Rubrics and or other explanatory documents pertaining to program assessment discussed in the 

chart to the report (portfolio guidelines, assignment sheet) 

Analysis of Assessment: 
 

The concerns have been addressed before, but to reiterate, we have three main concerns.  First, it is 

hard to draw hard conclusions from small populations.  Second, we have concerns about the usefulness 

of the Historical Knowledge test, which was developed in house.  Third, we are concerned that there is 

a built-in bias in evaluating our own students.  Even efforts to improve our inter-rater reliability will 

not completely dispel those concerns.  We have broadened the definition of “history students” to 

include all students in upper-level courses, but that still doesn’t truly measure the program to the 

extent that we would like.  Nonetheless, we are satisfied that our students are reasonably able to 

grapple with the key questions and methodology of history as well as present their findings clearly.  



   

  

Historical knowledge is a concern and one that the ACAT should help us better assess (and respond 

accordingly). 

 

Analysis of the Assessment Process (Empirical & Non-Empirical) (HLC4B3) 
 

The main change this year was to de-emphasize the portfolio in favor of individual papers from the 

upper-level courses.  That allowed us to capture information from more students. 

In addition to the papers from the upper-level History course, we also have the senior theses (HIS 423:  

Senior Seminar).  Our assessment day activities are as follows: 

 Juniors –Historical Knowledge Test 

 

  The Historical Knowledge Test is a basic test of, well, historical knowledge in both  

  American and World History.  It is given to freshman and juniors, so that we can gauge  

  how much our students learn in the program.  It consists of 40 multiple-choice  

  questions. 

 

 

 Sophomores – Document Analysis Test 

 

  One of the essential skills of historians is the ability to interpret historical artifacts.   

  Students are given 10 primary artifacts and asked to briefly identify them.  They are then    

  to analyze 2 artifacts of their choosing and evaluate their context and audience.  While  

  these artifacts are normally documents, they could also be a photograph, a painting, or  

  any other contemporary artifact that reveals information about a particular historical  

  event or period. 

 

 Freshman and new history majors – Historical Knowledge Test 

 

 New history majors take this test so that we can establish a baseline of what our  

 students broadly know about historical events and figures. 

 

Program Changes Based on Assessment: 
 

Assessment did not reveal any major problems in the program.  We will continue to emphasize the use 

of primary sources in historical investigations. 



   

  

General Education Assessment:  
 

This question calls to mind the work of Ferdinand Braudel of the Annales School of French historians.  In his 

collected essays On History, Braudel explored the connections between the various disciplines, or sciences, 

as he called them.  Like all good humanists, he did not draw sharp distinctions between the disciplines, 

choosing instead to focus on the totality of the human experience.   

In the same manner, every history course supports the values and objectives of the General Education 

program in the following ways: 

Communication  All of our courses require our students to communicate effectively in 

written form.  Class discussions further develop students’ oral 

communication.  Finally, our program culminates in a presentation of 

the student’s research findings. 

Mathematics Statistics are part of the tool-kit of historians.  We analyze statistics to 

help illuminate historical trends.  (This is particularly the case in HIS 

102:  Western Civ. II, in which students complete a statistical/graphing 

assignment.) 

Value We provide historical examples of ethical dilemmas and conflicts. 

Meaning The understanding of culture is a central part of historical study.  We 

use cultural artifacts (texts, movies, etc.) to understand historical 

periods. 

Historical Perspective  

Critical Thinking History addresses the questions of causation and comparison, both of 

which can only be answered through the application of logic and 

analytical reasoning. 

Diversity History addresses the question of diversity by providing minority 

perspectives (on the basis of race, gender, nationality, ethnicity, and 

class). 

Creative and Aesthetic 
Sensibility 

Cultural artifacts are studied to illuminate the values of particular 

cultures and periods. 

Natural Science History students are engaged in a mode of inquiry (collection and 

analysis of data that leads to a conclusion) that shares an affinity with 

the sciences.   

Social Science All of the social sciences grew out of the field of history.  Social science 

methods are employed in every facet of historical inquiry. 

 

Program Activities: 
Student Performance Day Activities (Assessment Day): 

 

 



   

  

See attached. 

Senior Achievement Day Presentations: 

 

Seniors present their research findings during the semester in which they take HIS 423:  Senior 

Seminar.  They are allotted 25-30 minutes for a presentation to the faculty and fellow students.  We 

provide informal formative assessment that students utilize to polish their senior theses. 

Service Learning Activities: 

 

None at the moment. 

 

Program Sponsored LEAD Events: 

 

We presented three history specific LEAD events.  One dealt with the roots of the problems in 

Ferguson, Missouri.  Another dealt with the ways in which we remember Martin Luther King and the 

larger civil rights movement.  A third explored the debate over putting a woman on the $20 bill. In 

addition, we presented a program on recent research on cognitive science and how students can use 

that information to improve their learning.  In total, we provided 4 LEAD events. 

Student Accomplishments: 

 

None worth noting. 

 

Faculty Accomplishments: 

 

None worth noting 

 

Alumni (Recent Graduates) Accomplishments (past year graduating class): 

 

Mary Raines Scribner (History - 2014) is currently enrolled in a master’s program at the University of 

Arkansas.  Her masters will be in Student Life Administration. 

Trevor Manis (History Ed - 2014) is currently looking for employment in the St. Louis area as a high 

school history teacher. 



   

  

Supporting materials  
 

Creating a Virtual Exhibit (Hageman) 
 

Research Assignment for HIS 310: Women in American History 

 

To fulfill the requirements of this course, you must complete a Research Assignment.  The goal of this assignment 

will be to create and present a virtual archive of a particular aspect of the course topic.  This Research Assignment 

represents 20% of your grade.  The requirements for this assignment, including due dates, are specified below.  If 

you have any questions about this assignment, please contact me. 

 

Description 

 

Without archives, the historical profession as we know it would not exist.  An archive is a collection of sources 

that can be used to document and interpret a given society.  In order to record and understand our history, 

humans have collected all sorts of materials: photographs, transcripts of speeches, newspapers, government 

documents, books, audio and video recordings, artwork, clothing, and many other items.  Although we used to 

think of archives as physical locations where materials may be stored and cataloged, the growth of technology 

has dramatically expanded our understanding of what an archive can be.   

 

For this assignment, you will create a virtual archive.  You will use materials available online to compile a 

collection of sources that facilitates an understanding of a historical event or trend (you can also digitize materials 

not already online, if you choose to integrate historical newspaper records, or visit libraries or historical societies, 

or local archival collections.  You will then provide an introductory analytical essay that explains what the 

sources you have chosen teach us about the topic you have selected. 

 

Requirements 

 

In order to build the archive and complete this assignment you must 

 Select at least 15 primary sources on a topic you have chosen 

o These sources can be photos, written documents, oral histories, music, novels, etc. 

o As primary sources, they must have been created in the time period we are studying.  Do not 

include secondary sources (written by historians after the fact) in this portion of the project. 

o Your sources should reveal important aspects of the topic you have chosen.  Put some time into 

finding sources that demonstrate the importance of the event, indicate its character, or place it in 

a wider context.   

 Compile a primary source bibliography of these sources, including the web address for each source (if 

you have digitized the sources yourself, you may attach a file with the digitized source instead).  You can 

find notes on the format of the bibliography in the format section of this assignment. 

 Compose an introduction to your archive.  This introduction must be approximately 2,000-3,000 words 

(citations not included). 

o The introduction must be focused on your analysis of the event or trend as demonstrated by the 

primary sources you have chosen. 

o The introduction should refer to specific primary sources as evidence of the points you are 

making.  Inform the reader of way the archive demonstrates the character of the event or trend as 



   

  

you see it, what went into creating the conditions for the event/trend, or the effects of the 

event/trend. 

o You should use secondary sources to provide the necessary background to the topic within this 

introduction (no more than 300-500 words).  You should cite these sources in a secondary source 

bibliography. 

o You may structure the introduction and the exhibit that follows in several ways.  You can 

construct it as a web exhibit, an analysis of resources for a lecture or lesson plan, or the 

introduction to an edited collection of primary sources. 

 Create an exhibit for the introduction by selecting 8 key sources and pasting images of them into your 

introduction so that you can discuss them. 

o You may paste these into a word document, pdf, or web page.   

o You may include the images of the sources within the text of the introduction, or as an exhibit in 

pages that follow the introduction. 

o These sources must be included in your primary source bibliography.  For multi-page sources, 

such as government reports or brochures, you can select one representative page. 

 

Format 

 

Include the parts of the Research Assignment in the final document (may be a Word document, pdf, or web page) 

in the following order: 

1. Introduction 

2. Exhibit (may be integrated into the introduction) 

3. Primary Source Bibliography 

4. Secondary Source Bibliography 

 

The introduction must be composed in grammatically-correct full sentences, with attention to correct spelling and 

clear formatting.  Because you can structure this assignment in several ways (as a web exhibit/teaching 

resource/into to an edited collection), the formatting requirements for the text is fairly flexible.  Your formatting 

should be appropriate to the way you approach the introduction.  For example, a website would be single-spaced, 

with easily readable text.  An introduction to an edited collection, however, would be submitted as a double-

spaced document much like a traditional research paper. 

 

In spite of this flexibility of formatting, the introduction must be in narrative form.  In other words, it cannot be a 

list of bullet points or a chart or another non-narrative format.  The introduction must explicate your analysis 

clearly, and the format should not interfere with that. 

 

You must use an approved citation style (MLA, APA, Turabian, etc.) for the bibliographies and citations.  If you 

are not familiar with a citation style already, I suggest Turabian Notes/Bibliography format, as it is the choice for 

historians to cite historical documents.   

 

Every primary source citation must include a web address for the source (unless you have digitized it yourself, in 

which case you will need to attach the digitized source itself).  You can simply add the following to the end of the 

citation for the source itself: 

 

 Website Name, accessed January 3, 2014, http://www.whateverthewebaddressis.com/. 

 

 

http://www.whateverthewebaddressis.com/


   

  

 

Women’s History Generational Paper  (Hageman) 

 

For your culminating experience in this class,  you are required to write a 15-20 page history of three 

generations of American women, based on primary sources (interviews, letters, diaries, family 

histories) and secondary sources (books, magazines, journal articles.)  Many students will choose to 

write about the women in their families, but that is not required.  The purpose of this paper is to relate 

the “small history” of women in your family to the “large history” of American women in general.  If 

you do not want to, or cannot write a family history, let me know as soon as possible and we will 

discuss another research topic.) 

 

 

19th Century Europe – Novel Essay (Hull) 
 

Your assignment is to write an essay based on your reading of a European novel from the 19th century.  

It is to be 5-6 pages in length (double-spaced, 12 pt. type, 1 inch margins) and should adhere to the 

normal rules of essay writing.  I will be looking at three main components:   

 

content -- (Are the ideas original, insightful, and logical?) 

 

organization -- (Is there a thesis?  Does the body of the essay support the thesis?  

 Does each paragraph contain a topic sentence and relevant details drawn  

 from the text?) 

 

 mechanics – (Is the essay generally free from spelling and grammatical errors?  Is it  

          written in the 3rd person and past tense?   Does it avoid the passive voice? 

          Are debts to other authors clearly cited?) 

 

In addition to the general rules, I have a couple of pet-peeves that you will want to avoid.  Pay close 

attention to possessive and plural forms of nouns.  Make sure you use the apostrophe correctly.  Also, 

understand the difference between “its” and “it’s”, “their” and “there”, and “to” and “too.” 

 

Your essay should focus on what the novel teaches us about the 19th century. To do that you will need 

to briefly explain a little bit about the author as well as summarize the plot of the novel.  However, you 

should focus on how the novel illuminates important aspects of life in Europe during the 19th Century.  

Be sure to include specific examples taken from the novel.  All debts to other authors (novel or 

textbooks) should be appropriately cited. 

 



   

  

History Assessment Activities – March 4th 
 
 

For all current or prospective History majors and minors 
 

 
Each spring, the University sets aside some time for program assessment.  This allows us to measure (or otherwise 
determine) how good a job we, as faculty, are doing in teaching our subject.  Obviously, we can’t do that without 
knowing both what you have learned and what you are capable of doing.  So, your role in all this is vital. 
 
All history and history education majors should plan to join us for pizza on Wednesday @ 12:00 in AB 311.  We 
are also inviting all history minors as well.   
 
The rest of what you will be doing next week will vary according to your class: 
 

Seniors – Portfolio Review  
 
For the Portfolio Review, you will need to schedule an appointment with us by signing  
up on the sheet located outside my office in AB 300-C.  The sessions will last about 25  
minutes.  You should update your portfolio from last year, which you can find on the  
bookcase across from the sign up sheet. 
 

 Juniors – Portfolio Review and Historical Knowledge Test 
 
  See the above instructions for seniors about the Portfolio Review.  If you have not yet  
  created your portfolio, please see the attached set of instructions.  I would also  
  recommend speaking to either Prof. Hageman or myself about it. 
 
  The Historical Knowledge Test is a basic test of, well, your historical knowledge in both  
  American and World History.  It is given to freshman and juniors, so that we can gauge how  
  much our students learn in the program. 
 
 Sophomores – Document Analysis Test 
 
  One of the essential skills of historians is the ability to interpret historical artifacts.  We  
  will give you a couple of primary artifacts and ask you a series of questions about them.   
  While these artifacts are normally documents, they could also be a photograph, a  
  painting, or any other contemporary artifact that reveals information about a particular  
  historical event or period. 
 
 Freshman and new history majors – Historical Knowledge Test 

 
 New history majors take this test so that we can establish a baseline of what our  
 students broadly know about historical events and figures. 

 



   

  

 
Schedule of Events 

 
 

Wednesday, March 4 
 
10:00 – 11:00    Historical knowledge test for Freshman (that includes all new   AB 311 

   History majors) and Juniors  
 
   Document analysis test for Sophomores     AB 311 

 
11:00 – 12:00    Portfolio Review        AB 311 
 
12:00 – 1:00       Lunch & Learn:  “So What Can You Do With a History Degree?”    AB 311 
 
1:00 – 2:00    Portfolio Review        AB 311 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

  

Assessment Rubric 

Annual Assessment Report 
Assessment 

Component 

Assessment 

Reflects Best 

Practices 

Assessment 

Meets the 

Expectations of 

the University 

Assessment 

Needs 

Development 

Assessment is 

Inadequate 

Comments: 

Learning 

Outcomes 

 Program 

learning 

outcomes are 

aligned to 

national 

standards  

 

 Measurable 

program 

learning 

outcomes.  

 Learning 

outcomes are 

clearly 

articulated.  

 Program 

learning 

outcomes have 

been identified 

and are 

somewhat 

measurable 

 

 Program 

learning 

outcomes are 

not clear or 

measurable 

  

Assessment 

Measures 

 Multiple 

measures are 

used to assess 

a student-

learning 

outcomes. 

 Rubrics or 

guides used 

are provided.  

 All 

measurements 

are clearly 

described. 

 Specific 

measures are 

clearly identified 

 Measures relate 

to program 

learning 

outcomes.  

 Measures can 

provide useful 

information 

about student 

learning.  

 

 Some 

measurements 

are described, 

but need further 

description. 

 Assessment 

measures do 

not connect 

to learning 

outcomes 

(objectives).  

 Assessment 

measures are 

not clear. 

 No 

assessment 

measures are 

established. 

   

Assessment 

Results 

 All learning 

outcomes are 

assessed 

annually; or a 

rotation 

schedule is 

provided. 

 Data are 

collected and 

analyzed to 

evaluate prior 

actions to 

improve 

student 

learning.  

 A majority of 

learning 

outcomes 

assessed 

annually. 

 Data collected 

and aggregated 

are linked to 

specific learning 

outcome(s). 

 Standards for 

student 

performance and 

gaps in student 

 Data collected 

and aggregated 

for at least one 

learning 

outcome 

(objectives). 

 Data collection 

is incomplete  

 Standards for 

student 

performance 

and gaps in 

student learning 

are not 

identified. 

 Learning 

outcomes are 

not routinely 

assessed. 

 Routine data 

is not 

collected. 

 N/A Program 

is too new to 

have 

collected 

assessment 

data. 

  There was 

no data 

provided 

from the 

survey 

courses. 



   

  

 Standards for 

performance 

and gaps in 

student 

learning are 

clearly 

identified. 

learning are 

recognized. 

 

 

 

Assessment 

Component 

 

 

 

Assessment 

Reflects Best 

Practices 

 

 

 

Assessment 

meets the 

expectations of 

the University 

 

 

 

Assessment 

needs 

Development 

 

 

 

Assessment is 

Inadequate 

 

 

 

Comments: 

Faculty 

Analysis and 

Conclusions 

 All faculty 

within the 

program 

synthesize the 

results from 

various 

assessment 

measures to 

form 

conclusions 

about each 

learning 

outcome. 

 Includes input 

from adjunct 

faculty. 

 Includes input 

from outside 

consultant. 

 Program faculty 

receive annual 

assessment 

results and meet 

to discuss 

assessment 

results.  

 Specific 

conclusions 

about student 

learning are 

made based on 

the available 

assessment 

results. 

 Some program 

faculty receive 

annual 

assessment 

results 

 Faculty input 

about results is 

sought 

 Faculty input 

is not sought. 

 Conclusions 

about 

student 

learning are 

not 

identified. 

 N/A Program 

recently 

started or too 

few 

graduates to 

suggest any 

changes. 

  

Actions to 

Improve 

Learning 

 A 

comprehensive 

understanding 

of the 

 Description of 

the action to 

improve 

learning or 

 Adjustments to 

the assessment 

plan are 

proposed but 

 No actions 

are taken to 

improve 

 The program 

recently 

modified 

course 



   

  

and 

Assessment 

program’s 

assessment 

plan and 

suggestions for 

improvement. 

 Clearly stated 

adjustments in 

curriculum as 

a result of 

assessment 

data.  

 Actions are 

innovative in 

approach in 

attempt to 

improve 

student 

learning. 

assessment is 

specific and 

relates directly 

to faculty 

conclusions 

about areas for 

improvement.  

 Description of 

action includes a 

timetable for 

implementation 

and identifies 

who is 

responsible for 

action 

 Actions are 

realistic, with a 

good probability 

of improving 

learning or 

assessment. 

not clearly 

connected to 

data 

 Minimal 

discussion of the 

effectiveness of 

the assessment 

plan; minimal 

discussion of 

changes, if 

needed. 

student 

learning. 

 Actions 

discussed are 

not 

connected to 

data results 

or analysis. 

 N/A Program 

recently 

started or too 

few 

graduates to 

suggest any 

changes. 

offerings and 

assessment 

plan so 

allowing for 

more data to 

be obtained 

before 

decisions are 

made is 

prudent. 

 

 

Additional Comments:  

 Due to the small numbers of students taking the Historical Knowledge Test it might be more beneficial 

to evaluate using course based assignments. This will include students who are not majors in the 

history program but it will tell you if students are succeeding at these objectives in program courses.  

 

Question about the results of the papers that were put into TK20. Are the reported data looking at the 

criterion separately or individually? I guess the question is if the scores posted are the total scores or 

the scores on each of the 4 criteria individually… it appears that they are the same on all 4 objectives, 

but it could be more beneficial for the program to look at scores criterion based? Just a thought and in 

TK20 that would not take much to figure out the data.  I do really like the graphs, they are beneficial 

and break up the monotony of the report.  

 



   

  

What are the plans for getting more students to participate in the ETS history test? Do you have any 

ideas on how to modify the bias in evaluating your own students?   Many programs use in class 

assignments (internal assessment) for reporting data on student learning successes, and generally that 

data is corroborated by the results of national testing/portfolio review (external) data. This process 

lends more credibility to the validity of the reported data. 


